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Less Poll" cs . .
Better Rates
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The Louisville Courier-Journal, in
editorial

an

August 22, set out in type what

those who have followed doings In Frankfort
have known for a long time about Kentucky's
The
so called Public Service Commission.
CounerTJournal's editorial _dealt with a series^
of articles it is printing telling of Kentucky's
high telephone rates, and told how our Stale
Public Service Commission does not represent nor protect the public against- such corporations as the largest telephone company
operating in Kentcuky.
The Courier's opening paragraph quotes
from an earlier news story:
You can teleplitine from Louisville to
liacon, Georgia, Or Cumberland, Maryland,
cheaper than you can call Ashland, Kentucky.
It costs lanuisvillians an average of 50 per
tent more to telephone other Kentucky cities
than it would if calls were placed from across
the river in Jeffersonville,. Indiana. Covington
long-distance
residents can save money on
calls to other Kentucky towns by placing the
tails from Cincinnati, Ohio."
This unfair situation has resulted from
the four successive rate increases by Southern
Bell in the past four years. It has been able to
lone these increases through the Kentucky
Plastic Service Commission by arguing that
increased costs of labor, materials and taxes
You
were eating up its Kentucky profits.
might assume that if higher costs force SouthBell to increase its in-state rates, the same
higher costs would force A. T. & T. to increase
zt inter-state.rates. And when you consider
that while Kentucky rates have risen steadily

•

over the past four years, A. T. & T. inter-state
rates have fallen just as steadily, you may
logically conclude, that there's some strange
itiork going on somewhere.
Because it permits A. T. Se T. to practice
this discrimination in its rate struc.m-, the
Federal Communications. Commission must
bear a' large part of the blame for the unfair
rate situation in 'Kentucky. An even larger
-share of.the blame, perhaps, should rest with
Kentucky's Public Service Commission, which
has failed completely diming the past four
Kentucky'
people of
years to protect the
against the well-oiled machine of. Southern
Bell-A. T. & T. While inter-state rates were
reduced, the Public Service
being steadily
Commission could not find the courage to
deny three successive telephone rate increases
for Kentucky, nor is there any indication that
it will du any better with the case now pending before it.
Actually, however, it is a little unfair to
The
blame
blame the Commission-itself.
rightful y belongs with tbe Clements administratinn and with the legislature which has
persistently
refused to . rewrite inadequate
laws governing the Public Service Commission. While in theory the P. S. C. is intended to
protect the people of Kentucky against' unfair
utility rates and practices, actually there is
nothing in the law that requires it to defend,

utility practices. In fact, there is no reason
to believe that this law was ever intended to
benefit the people of Kentucky. Under it the
Public Service Commission is organized as a
politically-appointed group, supported by the
very untility companies it is supposed to supervise, and subject 'o constant political pressure and intrigue.
—Hickman Gazette.

(Ed's note: You took the words out of our
lelsith Harry Lee, but we don't think it
suselusively the fault of the Clements adatini,
!ration. PSC was that-a-way before
illear-nts. It isn't a matter of who-dun-it,
but ho-in-heck is going to do something
about it.)

TRUTH

{TRUTH

AT

ALL

TIMES'

Did you ever stop to think about it? The.
concerns which aavertise in your newspaper
are glad to see you. They are the concerns
which through their ads extend you an invitation to visit them. Theiinds are handshakes

MANAGER

Jest

and cordial greetings. They assure you thri
your business is wanted.
It is evidence of an above-the-board policy of keeping you informed of aVailable
goods, prices and other factors of Vital concern to the consumer or user of special ser-

Among
Us • • •
By Jack Wild
University of Kentucky

vices—all designed to make your shopping
easier, or Offering you such services as banking, prescriptions, laundering and cleaning,
motor repair, handling of crops, and so on.
No one walks blindly into a take-it-orpatronizes those
leave-it situation when he
concerns which are doing their part to keep
a free press fiee by sharing the community
responsibility of making possible the building
. up of one of the gi:eatest heritages of 'any
community—its newspaper.
Community Greeting' Service, which welcomes newcommers • to;Cities .throug&aout th;
nation, recognizes the i;altre of the advertising
policy Set forth above, using. upon its report
.
this quotation:
"Business goes where it- is invited—Stays
• where it is well treated."

No Favoritism Here
Within the past week we had occasion to
state verbally, a policy matter that is of vital
concern to every newspaper publisher who
believes in the honorable ethics of his profes=
sien. Today we are putting that policy metier
in the printed word.
The position we upheld this past week
was the right of an advertiser to use the columns of this newspaper to advertise what he
pleases, so long as it is not slanderous, libelous
or not in the public interest. 0,n the other
hand the news columns of this newspaper are
open to all our readers, so long as their views
do not violate the same code of ethics. We
firmly believe in the Constitutional privilege
of freedom of the press, where all men may
view their personal opinions. We believe that
a prohibitionist is just as free to air his views
as is the man who believes in a "wet" count/.
The principle of suppressing news, advertising, religious, beliefs, political preference
and other important freedoms is what the
1.....,disner of this newspaper, and millions of
ofh,t men have fought against in past wars,
and will just as readily fight against again,
when and if the occasion presents itself.
chef
:In Russia a man does nRt have the'
what he pleases.
ished privilege of- saying
The newspapers of that country are run by

"No, he's not too busy to see you and he's not in conference.
He just doesn't want to be bothered!"

From The Files:

(74i44.ttotf Bach (7/se e/och
August 28, 1925:
Vest C. Myers, Superintendent
of the Fulton City schools, has
arrived in the city to prepare for
the opening of the fall 1925-26
term He will be assisted by Mr.
Institute and
DaVault of Carr
Harvey J. Alexander, new prin•
cipal of the High School.
Miss
Mr. Charles Allen and
Clinton were
Julia. Collins of
Sunday at the
here
married
Rev.
Methodist Church by the
J. V. Freeman, pastor.
Mr. Ralph Black and -Miss Anmarried
were
nie Mae Jones
Sunday morning at the home of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
P. T. Jones on Maple avenue.
young
Mr. Black, a prominent
man of -Knoxville, is manager of
the Pruden mines in that vicinity'
Miss Lydia Kinney opened her
Valley, near
school at Pleasant
Union City, on Aug. 17th
Among the marriages performed by Esq. S! A. McDade during
the past weekend were the following: Otis Williams of Detroit
and Loma
Roland of
Fulton,
Route 3; Curnie
Lancaster of
East Carondelet, Ill., and Bertha
Burgess of Fulton; Lonnie Bradley of Detroit and
Evvie Lou
Elam, Fulton. ,
Sweeping
price. reductions;
The new Essex Coach, $795.;- the
new Hudson coach, $1195; the
H- 4son Brougham, $1495;
the
Hudson 7-passenger sedan, $1695.
Estes Motor Cornpany, 208 State
Line.
•

the State and oppressed people of that nation are permitted to read what the Politburo
wants them to read'
In America, and thank heavens in Fulton
at the News office, that condition does not
exist. Our advertisers, our subscribers and
the citizens of this cdinmunity who are our
customers and likewise our friends, are the
backbone of our existence and we intend to
invoke the Golden Rule to the fullest.
If we've said it before, do you mind if we
say it again, that there will be no discrimination of one advertiser against the other, one
.reader against the other, one friend against
the other at the News office. We feel that In
being newspaper publishers we are stewards
of a very grave public trust and as such we
responsibility with the
intend to treat the
fairness it deserves.

stead it acts as a quasi-judical body hearing
whatever case the people can present against

Mr-hatters

0

NEWSPAPER AD is in reality a WELCOME

or to represent the people. And it doesn't. In-

the trained experts of the utilities company.
The law does not force the Commission to employ experts, or to bring action against unfair

by

An editorial in the Fort Campbell Courier
brought the thought that your

A member of the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.

Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
`at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the UnitechiStates postal act of March, 1879.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

McDade Lane?
Next week when the City Council meets
in regular session we hope they will consider
the naming of a proposed npw street in Fulton planned to run through the area formerly
known as Carr Park.
The property was bought recently by
Maxwell McDade as an investment; an investment that will be of inestimable value to the
city. In purchasing the property Mr. McDade ,
affording- prospective home builders an
opportunity to build within the city limits,
near the schools and in close proximity with
is

shopping centers. From this building activity
the building trades will benefit; property for
assessment to the city will increase; funds
for school purposes because of added taxation
will also benefit.
With all these qualifications as a consideration, isn't it a good idea then to consider
the naming of that new street McDade Lane'

great; but they have been and
are found in slave states, ill the
tuitional conceiftration camps!
We must go back to the principles of Christ. Followers of
Him, we must be true to His
teaching. Our minds must be ever
eager to learn of Him from those
who can claim to teach us of Him
and do so teach. Then, having
learned His teachings, we must
assert them and practice them.
It definitely does make a difference what you believe!'

Rev. E. F. Adams of Galveston, Texas and formerly of Fulton
will conduct a
revival at the
Central Baptist Church at Martin next week.
The city of Tiptonville will furnish the Georgia Serenaders to
play for the I. C. picnic there
on Labor Day. A special train
will make the run from Fulton
for employees and their families
Speaking on "Diversification"
for Fulton County crops before
the local Lions Club, H. H. Murphey quoted the following fig1924
ures from Gibson County
crops: From Milan, 251 carloads
pobeans,
tomatoes,
of berries,

of
tatoes; from Sitka. 91 cars
potatoes; from
tomatoes and
Cades, 52 cars of potatoes, beans,
tomatoes; from Gibson, 155 cars
potatoes;
of tomatoes, beans,
from Bradford. 45 cars of berries,
beans, okra and tomatoes. Humboldt, largest shipping point in
West Tennessee, received over
shipped
$450,000 for products
from that station.
August 29, 1930:
What is believed to have been
a large ring of rum-runners was
broken up this week as Sfieriff
Johnson and deputies
Goalder
ambushed several cars on Highway 94 near Hickman, engaged
in a furicfus gun fight, captured
one car and a young wife from
Dyersbrirg. The main target escaped into the Reelfoot Lake region and is still at large.
The four county high schools
opened Monday. At Cayce L. A.
Rains is principal and teachers
include Miss Mary Jo McNeill,
Cecil Cruce, Mrs. Hubert Wilkins, Christine Jones and Mrs. L.
A. Rains. At Jordan.. Clyde Lass-iter is principal and Misses Mirand
iam Wright, Elma Cruce
Evelyn Bondurant are teachers;
is
at Crutchfield L. C. Cherry
principal and Mrs J. C. Suggs,
Mrs.
Jr., Miss Julia Jefferess,
aie
Howell and Miss 'Cherry
teachers. .

Reproved by her mother and
ordered to stay in the
house
while her father was sent for to
lecture her, a 17-year-old girl
living near Hickman swallowed
poison and died within 30 minutes.
Dr. A. W. Myers of Gainesville, Florida will conduct a revival next week at the
First
Methodist Church.

20aes 91 Mahe 4 ,734iviaace?
a man acts as he believes. And if
he believes in nothing, look out!
You cannot expect a man who
has no principles of belief to act
on principle. A man who does
not think it wrong to steal, will
steal; there is nothing within to
stop him. Nor can our indifferentists condemn him without rejecting their own slogan and admitting that it does matter what
you believe.
We are a great Christian nation.
Yet today, due to the influence
of atheistic and materialistic
men,,errors are creeping into our
way of life Too often we just
ignore these men and their errors,
leaving "every man to his own
business."
If we want to do justice to God,
we cannot ignore these errors.
As true Christians we must condemn lying, stealing, legalized
murder, birth control, dishonesty
in business and politics. Christ
did! Search the Scriptures; nowhere did Christ advocate these
things.
Nor are these things the moral
means that made Ameniccan
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Memory Lives
In Pictures
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For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words.
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Make an Appointment today
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Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
PHONE 693
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Gerald Norment of Fulton and
Miss Ruoth Hoyle of Memphis
were m-mried there. August 22.
They will live in Memphis.
••
Mrs. Ernest Arrington and her
husband were on their Way from
Akron to visit relatives in Fulton when their car struck loose
gravel just
outside of Murray,
overturned, and fatally
injured
the young lady. Two were killed
and six injured in similar accidents 'us week in Dyer County,
Tennessee.

Sermonette Of The Week

By Neil J. McEleney
It doesn't matter what you believe as long as you do right?
Nonsense! Of couurse it matters
what you be'ieve. Would you
give a baby the contents of a bottle which may or may not contain poison? You could if you followed the above slogan! Then you
would know whether it was all
right or not by the way the baby
reacted. If he died, well -too bad,
it must have made a difference
after all. If he did not, then of
course you KNEW that it didn't
matter what you thought of the
bottle's contents as long as everything turned out all right.
Such sloppy thinking shows up
clearly when we give the above
illustration. But it is accepted
every day in the most important
business of our lives, our relations with God. Men think that it
makes no difference which set of
principles they hold in their religious and moral lives as long as
they "get along with the neighbors" or "mind my own business
and let others mind theirs."
What they fail to realize is that

What do you know about Kentucky? The following bits of information were gleaned from the
Almanac and
Book of
World
Facts.
In 1904 Kentuckians gave 6,609
votes to Presidential
Candidate
Swallow, a Prohibitionist . . . the
name
Kentucky is
from the
Wyandot (Iroquoian) "Ken-tabten," meaning tomorrow or Land
of Tomorrow . . . the geographic
center of Kentucky is in Marion
County, three mils northwest of
Lebanon . . . Kentucky entered
the Union on June 1, 1792 . . .
Abraham Lincoln was a descendant of Samuel and Martha Lincoln, who came from Hingham,
England, in 1636, and later settled in Highland, Mass.
The Commonwealth of
Kentucky originally was a part
of
Fincastle County, Virginia . . .
Kentucky's mean annual temperature is about 55 degrees — 50
degrees in the mountains and 60
degrees west of the
Tennessee
River . . . the first white men
known to have discovered Kentucky territory were Marquette
and Joliet, in 1673 . . . the smallest church in the world, with a
seating capacity of three, is
in
Covington . . . Cumberland Falls
is the only waterfall in the Western Hemisphere where a moon-

bow may be Belk
Longest river in Kentucky is
Cumberland — 687 miles
the
from its source in Harlan County to the Ohio River at Smithhas more
land . . . Kentucky
counties (120) than
any othe;
state but Texas and George . ..
In 1930 there
were 22 Indians
living in Kentucky but by 1940
there were 44 • . . Kentucky had
205 lynchings between 1882 and
1947 . . . Kentuckians paid $78&,530,271.11 in federal income taxes in 1948:
Wolf Creek Reservoir will be
the fourth largest
reservoir in
the world in capacity, and Kentucky Lake is the biggest reservoir in the world in acreage covered
. Highest spot in the state
is Big Black Mountain (Harlan
County, 4,150-foot
elevation),
and the loWest is in Fulton County on the Mississippi (257 feet)
. . During the 26 years of Man
o' War's retirement, more than
1,500,000 persons visited Faraway
Farm near Lexington to see the
greatest race horse of all time.
It may also
interest you to
know that, according to the Kentucky Geological
Survey, University of Kentucky, the ratio of
successful oil wells to dry holes
in Kentucky was higher in 1949
than in 1948, but oil production
showed a drop of 73,119 barrels.
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Wherever you live, you're an Illinois Central customer — you and every other man,
woman and child in the United States.
For the nearly two million carloads of
freight the Illinois Central handled last
year included many items touching your
daily life — perhaps steel for your automobile, coal to generate the electricity that
carries your voice over the telephone, lumber for your home, food for your table,
shoes for your children.

11

ONE I

The money received for rendering you this
service has helped create major improvements that have prepared the Illinois Central for any emergency when it must handle
a vastly expanded flow of freight.
The Illinois Central is determined to be
fit and ready to handle whatever tasks
it
may be asked to perform. For by so doing
we can best earn the friendship and
patronage of all those we s,
erve.

It', the h

W. A. JOHNSTON
President
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Illinois Central Railroad

MAIN UNE OF MID-AMERICA
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ischoolbooks squeezes their rivalry into four
months
before
school opens in the fall.
Their
$130 million
business each year
sells seventy-four rojIlion schoolYour child may be learning His I revolutionized the teaching
of books, plus forty-one million puand uncounted
lessons from books which are as reading 120 years ago, sold 24,- pil workbooks
teachers' manuals. Since all these
out-of-date as the horse and bug- 000 copies last year, mostly in books
are bought in lots ranging
gy. If so he is being made the the Ohio valley. The last major in size from' large to huge, there
victim of politicl graft or stupid- revision of this series was made is almost always a chance for
ity, says J. Robert Moskin. Writ- ' in 1878. Minor revisions in indi- graft to creep in.
ing in Redbook Magazine for vidual editions were made as re"Not every
community subSeptember, he points out that in cently as thirty years ago.
mits to neglect and ignorance
order to benefit jay advances in
"Often political influence plays Parents in Slatington, Penn., can
knowledge and in teaching tech- a part in the
selection of the watch their youngsters do their
niques, your child needs the best books our children use in school. homework with a sense of welltextbooks possible, selected
by Recently, in an important city being. Elwood Prestwood, when
the most qualified people avail- in Kansas, a politician attempted he became
Slatington's school
noble.
to force the State Board of Edu- superintendent eight years ago,
"Schoolbooks are
among the cation to buy an American hi-- found boys and girls
studying
basic tools of free, public educa- tory book in which he was "in- from schoolbooks that had been
tion. When stupidity or politics terested."
As a result of the published forty years ago. He set
enter into the selection of texts, stormy controversy that follow- about to correct the situation. By
your child is the victim.
Fre- ed, three history books were ad- leaving selection of the best, most
quently the lazy method of re- opted, instead of the single one modern 6-ooks to trained teachers
ordering an old, out-of-date text recommended
and by making his pennies count,
cheats youngsters of the oppor"Situation like this are partial- Mr. Prestwood was able to give
tunity to benefit from
modern ly the result of vigorous competi- each kid, in Slatington, not
a
advances in
teaching
techni- tion to sell books to our schools. wealthy town, two dollars' worth
ques. McGuffey's Reader, which The ninety big publishers
of of new, up-to-date books a year.
- "In other communities, parents
themselves have taken a hand in
FOR THIRTY YEARS
perfecting' their
children's eduQUALITY AND SERVICE
cation. Parents of Westport, Conhave been our first Consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
necticut, under the inspiration of
are always a part.of our service.
School Superintendent Gerhardt
E. Rast, have formed a 'School
Study Council,' for the improvement of their schools. This •plan
4s one that any alert small community can follow."

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

TELEPHONE

7

The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Mr-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER-KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
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"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

MID-SOUTH FAIR and LIVESTOCK SHOW
September 21 -30th

SHORTHORN
NATIONAL SHORTHORN AND POLLED
EXPOSITION
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP
RODEO

ATOMIC ENERGY
EXPOSITION

FOOD SHOW — HALL OF APPLIANCES

$50,000

Pri:got and Premiums
to tocood

WRITE I.. R. HERRING, IR., MANAGER, MID-SOUTH FAIR, INC.
P 0 Bo.

MO

Lamar Station, tolomphit, Unapt.*
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METAL

Most Complete Stock

CHICAGO.—Carlton J. Corliss (left), author of "Main Line of MidAmerica", shows President Wayne A. Johnston of the Illinois Central
a valuable historical scrapbook he unearthed during his two and onehalf years research. The book, which will commemorate a century of
Illinois Central history, will be published by Creative Age Press later
in the year. Behind them portraits of the sixteen presidents vrho successively have served the road since it was chartered in February.
1851, look down upon the scene.
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In West IlEenhicky
-

Street

Phone 237

Dr. E. V. WELTY

isn't, feeling so well.
Sunday with her
father
and
It seems that hot-rainy weath- grandmother, Frank Cequin and
er doesn't go too well with cur- Mrs. J. B. Cequin.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cullum
ing hay and cutting tobacco
Announces the opening of his offices
there are so many that have their and son, Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. J.
hay down and their tobacco cut H. Flake of Jackson, Tenn., Mr.
Northwest Weakley and can't get enough sunshine to and Mrs. Jim Weaver and sons.
Ray and Allen of Covington, Ky.,
get it in the shed.
County News
Mrs. Ruth Finch has been out Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Weaver and
Mrs. Roy Watts
in her old neighbohood visiting Mr. and Mrs. Myron Weaver of
The people in our community her sons, Mr. and
Mrs.
Guy Atlanta, Ga., were Sunday guests
mother, Mrs. Pearl
are all very busy this week as Finch, Mr. and Mrs.
for the practire of
Beecher of their
the Chestnut Glade school began Finch and Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Weaver and sister, Miss Eleanor
Weaver on Norman Street.
Monday._
Watts.
Mrs. Harry PTott of Centralia,
There were quite a few friends
Ill.,
spent the weekend with her
the
and relatives gathered at
father,
T. M. Exum on WalnUt
Noble
home of Mr: and Mrs,
Street.
Melton Sunday with well filled
Dr. and Mrs. W. F Cates, Jr.,
baskets and lunch boxes givin-,
their son a birthday dinner.
A
Gene Brown has returned to and children of Nashville were
delicious dinner was spread at his home in Louisville after
a weekend guests of her father, N. ,
the noon hour and enjoyed by two weeks visit with his grand- G. Cooke.
Mr. and Mrs. Don
Hill and
mother, Mrs. J.. B. Cequin
on
all.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Young Walnut Street.
Oehlschlaeger Building-6th & Broadway
moved to Memphis last
week
Mrs. W. L. Joyner has returnwhere they have bought a house ed from a two weeks visit with
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
and jot and their daughter will her son, Wade Joyner and fam—See— .
enter school.
ily in Macon, Ga.
Hours 8:00-5:00
Telephone 6312
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Elliott have
Mr ,and Mrs. Irvin Woody and
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
bought what most of us know as children, George Irvin and Mich- Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
the Charley Hogg
place just eal of Humboldt, Tenn., spent
west of Lon Watts' farm.
Beecher Finch and family have
been very busy gathering
500
bushels of golden delicious
apples and have a number of improved winesap apples to gather
One look and you'll see why Ford
yet which he means to store.
received the New York Fashion
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Potts had
Academy's Gold Medal for the
as their guests last Sunday Mrs.
second straight year. It's no wonder
Pott's sisters, Mr. and Mrs. Wilheads turn when this beauty goes by!
lie Hendon and family of Milan,
Tenn., Mrs. Floyd
Watts and
granddaughter, Gail Ann Holloway, Detroit, Mieh., Mt. and Mrs.
Roy Watts and we are very glad
to report Randell Potts is slowly improving from his operation.
I'm sure Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Palmer were mightS, happy Saturday when their children arrived home as it was the first time
You'll find the quiet of Ford's
in quite a number of years all
"hushed" V-8 whispers its
One ride and you'll find
their children had been
home.
quality.
But
you'll have to take a "Test
Ford hugs the road like the
Sunday they all drove over to
Drive" to really know its amazing
costliest cars ... with its low,
get-away power.
Fulton and ha a nice
level "Mid Ship" Ride ... its rigid.
dinner.
13-ways stronger "Lifeguard"
They enjoyed the afternoon with
Body
(now
"sound-conditioned"
friends and relatives.
for luxurious quiet, too!)
Mrs. Clara Oliver is slowly improving.
Mrs. Stella Nanney has moved
to Harvey Vaughan's for a few
days or until she improves as she
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CHILDREN'S LENTISTRY
and ORTHODONTICS

FF.: LOANS

141()U14,1iS

u1ton

daughter, Mary
Ann are on a the West.
vacation' trip to
Hot Springs;
Mr. and Mrs. Basicom
TegeArk.
thoff oi Carbondale, Ill., were
Mrs. C. F. Jackson, who has Sunday t..iests of her
mother,
he.m living in Nashville, has re- Mrs. B. J Williams and family
tui ned to ' Fulton to make her in Fair 11?.ights.
home and live
at her former' Mr. an.. Mrs. Cyril Morris and
home on Third Street.
daughtei. Marie, of Akron, Ohio
Mrs. J. W. Gordon and Mrs. D. are moving to Fulton. Mr MorC. Ligon and their brother, ••11x ris is employed at Swift's.
Allbritten and Mrs. Allbritten of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bombe lc
Paducah, left Saturday for a Va- and Mrs. Stella Yates were weekcation trip to Yellowstone Park end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lawand other points of interest in son Yates in Nashville.

Town Topics

WHISKE)
Aptoday

!Friday, Sept. 1, 1950—The Fulton News—Page

Centennial Story

Custom made to your size.
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
▪ For any home or business
installation; w n d,o .vs
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired.

SEE thi—

Car" Styling!

LISTEN to
that quiet V-8!

FEEL
its Fine-Car Quality!

ANNUAL HALF-PRICE SALE

Dorothy Gray
Cleansing
,Creams

MEASURE
its Economy!

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
ONE

OF

With all its fine-car quality and
low purchase price, Ford costs
you less to own! Features like
"Power Dome" combustion give
you more miles per gallon and
compression" performance with "regular" gas.

Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street

KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS

Regularly ....$

and you'll 'know why

*1 each

_

Regular 84 size now s2
DRY-SKIN CLEANSER
(Cream 683)

The State Fair
Kentucky State Fair. Grovetng
larger every year, adding new
lustre to Kentucky laurels, the
State Fair is among the proudest
traditions of the Commonwealth.

It's the biggest get-together in
Kentiii 1,y, the hurly burly,
raucous, lovable concentration of

people, animals, amusements and
blue ribbons that folks call the

Yes,and boor is a tradition In Kentucky,tool
groups that gather to swap yarns
Like the State Fair, BEER
in the livestock pens; for beer, tin
BELONGS in Kentucky. You'll
beverage of moderation, is a
find it at booths along the midfavorite among Kentuckians.
way, or in the companionable
yrigk 1950, kashmir, Division, U. S. Reeivers FomesiMins
1523 Iblimml

•

Lowirellie, Kahn.

SALON COLD CREAM

FORD
is the one fine car
in the low-price field

(for normal or young skin)

CLEANSING CREAM
(Liquefying)

(for oily skin)

$3.50 size for/$2

SEE US FOR A "TEST DRIVE"

-

All prices plus tax

LIMITED TIME ONLY

MOTOR COMPANY
1VCASH
, n
PHONE 42

EVANS DRUG CO.
216 Lake Si.

Fulton
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State Fair Dairy Show
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Fulton one day last week as guest
members and one
Hickman and Water Valley units , Nineteen
A sandwich plate was served
Mildred
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niece, Mrs.
new member, Mrs- Warren And- to following members: Mesdames
of her
as visitors.
Byassee who is here from Ala1 Irs. Rawls introduced Mrs. Al- erson were present.
0.
Freeman,
Abe Jolley, L.
GREATEST IN HISTORY!
bama.
len Austin, president of the Aux- j The meeting opened with the Carter, Guy Gingles, Ben Evans
$13,250 Offered For Six Dairy Breeds
Mr. and Mrs J. P. Owen, Jane
iliary for the coming year, who devotional given by Mrs. John and L .0. Bradford.
—Both Kentucky and Open Classes Share as Follows:—
spoke stressing the importance Owen followed by prayer.
Mrs. Russ Anderson and chil- and Sue had his brother, Chester
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Sr., program MRS. RICE
AYRSHIRE—Date of Show—Zues., Sept. 12
o. such an organization and why
dren and Mrs Bailey Huddles- Owen and family as guests SunMrs. Daisy ENTERTAINS
Open Class
11172 should
co-operate on the leader presented
S600.00
Kentucky Class •
890.00
ton have re:urned from a trip to day.
Terry, who gave a most inspiring BRIDGE CLUB
b- --le front.
the Smokies.
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13
naplain Robert
Lamb gave talk on Prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Pickering
PIERCE STATION
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Thomas Maddox and Mrs. Mans- have returned to their home in hours with Mr. Omar's aunt, Mrs.
Open Class
S1,600.00
Kentucky Class
1,200.00
field Martin, at her home
in Detroit after attending the fun-. Riley Smith one day last' week.
$440.00
Parish Classes.
Fair Heights.
eral of her father, Jess Nichols. They Were enroute to Peniacola.
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Daniels was high
Mrs. Sallie Blow and son have Fla.
Open Class
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Kentucky Class
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LETS MAKE THE 1950 KENTUCIp' STATE FAIR DAIRY
Members playing were: Mrs. turned to her home in Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Johnson and
SHOW GREATEST IN HISTORY
Daniels, Mrs- Robert
Burrow, Miss., after a visit with Miss Sar- children, of Chicago are visiting
This additional money made possible by special appropriation
Mrs. Frank Wiggins, Mrs. P. G. ah Ann. Boyd on Cedar Street
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Moncil
by 1950 Kentucky Legislature to aid, encourage, foster and proBoyd and Mrs. H. H. Bugg.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Murphy Roach.
.mote the development and the improvement of the purebred
have rautrned to their home in
Misses Patsy and Nancy Hall
cattle industry in Kentucky.
ZEARLE BETHEL TO
Waskington after a visit with -her- 'are house guests of Bro. Roper
.Distributed under authority of HARRY -F. WALTNRS
MARRY JAMES ROBEY
Parents,.
and Mrs .W.
L. and wife in Miss.
Commissioner of Agriculture
IN EARLY SEPTEMBER
Carter.
Mr.. and Mrs. Jerome Ragsdale
'DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Frankfort, Kentucky.
Rev. and Mrs. Perry L. Stone and daughter of Centralia, Ill..
AT YOUR FAVORITE
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bethel of and son,
Barton, left Thursday are spending their vacation with
DON',T MISS THIS GREAT SHOW!
124 Central Avenue have
an- for Woodville,
SWIFT ICE CHE2la1i DEALERS
Miss., to make relatives here.
nounced the engagement and ap- their home. Rev.
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5.
in
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their the
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pastor of the
Christian St. Louis with his mother, who is
daughter, Zearle
Frances, to Church there.
in a hospital there.
James D. Robey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edith Lowe has
Mr- and Mrs. Paul Long and
moved
Mrs. Vernon Robey 601 Cleve- from
204 Fourth Street to the daughter of McConnell were dinland Ave.
John B. Henson home at
108 ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. WilMiss Bethel, a graduate
of Fourth street.
liam Long Sunday.
South Tulton High School, is emMr. and Mrs. Larry Raymond
Mr. anti Mrs. Press Griffin and
ployed bye Southern • Bell and
son, Larry Allen, of Louis- children sPent Sunday with their
Telephone Company.
ville are the guests of 111r. and son, Sam Griffin and wife
in
r. Robey, a graduate of WaMrs
A.
Clifton on Central Troy. Miss Eva Lee and Bobby
tec Valley High School
is an Ave. remained for a week's visit.
empioyee or The A & P Company
Miss Marilyn Butler has reThe. wedding will take place
turned from a visit with relatiearly in September.
IlissLisippi Plantation Lite:
t,.
ves in Mayfield.
Miss Kay Kennedy has return- I
The Writings Of
GERTRUDE KIMBRO
ed to her home in New Smyrna
'Wattle Dear
ENTERTAINS FRIENDS
Beach, Fla., after
visiting her
WITH BARBECUE SUPPER
'■
grandpafints, Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
In my distress I cried unto the
,
Gertrude Kimbro entertained Haglor and her cousin, Miss MarLord and He heard me I am not
a grcorp of her friends last Sun- garet Ann Coffman.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Kearby, and feeling so well this morning. I
day evening, August 27 with
a daughter, Marion,
returned Sat_ has an aching in my right arm.
urday after a week% trip through For that cause I'm not feeling
Tennessee and North Carolina. well but thats for us old folks
They toured many points of in_ and young ones too seems like
terest in Nashville, Chattanooga, hut I am thankful it is well with
Knoxville, Great Smoky Moon_ me as it is.
The grammar may be
I was at the Locus Grove M. B.
tains, Lake Junaluska, and Ashefaulty, but the sentiment
C. Sunday. We
sure had good
ville, North Carolina.
is fine ,for
this sweet
While in; Murfreesboro, they service. Rev. G H. Helem text
pump is cut-and-tied for
visited in the homes of Rev. and was fifth chapter of Daniel. Subthe ultimate in flattery.
Mrs. J. M. Boykin, Mr. and Mrs. ject: Wetds Take Care. He first
Versatile, too — try it
with anything.
Green nusuede_
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i-IESE WOMEN!

FOR WOMEN

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

$5000.00

Town Topics

1

Swift's
,SPIC/
FAX

Ice- Cream

(
Brand New cacia.
Gives toN

/ a-Ce

PH ILCO

FLATFLATTERFLATTERY

f4266 for

Refri9eraiorliumph w(.7rrmoney!

WELCOME!

on y 2.98

Half-Pinfsgs

--- I
A sophisticated
style
with low slung lines, its,
dipping curve accented
with restraint by grosgrain binding. A beguiling way to,ge ghod.
Black nustieSe
.
.

only 2.98

ASHLAND
SERVICE STATION
Church and Main

The Leader Store
434 Lake

Street

Fulton

Fulton, iientuckY
JAMES HIBBS, Manager

FULL PRICE $249.50

PURE
MILK CO-

‘7118, it's a value sonJ. Elation! Never before
such quality, features
and reliable performance
in a 9:2 co.ft. refrigerator
at this amazing new low
price. See it...compare
it now, before you buy!

cigad6A"
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

92.50

.filer sizes at corresponding
LOW PRICES

Challengest 10
0 MONTHLY
'
comparison —

//tAlf:011
\

QUAKER STATE OILS
Std. and Heavy Duty Tubes
600x16 Tubes

$24.95 DOWN

C
,L
°
•I
P
#

Use this station for your headquarters/and let us service
your car while you shop or attend. the show.

2

n health, our
Dairy always wins
Because we're first
In vitamins.

615Y MANS

PURE MILK CO.

Bennett Electric

SERVICE AND QUALITY
PHONE 8131

•True Zero Zone Freezer Locker
Full-width, fully enclosed.
Keeps even ice cream firmly
frozen, in original package.
•Full-Width Quick Chiller
Stores meats and left-overs
... quick chills salads, beverages and desserts.
•Glass-Covered Crisper'
•self-Closing DiWir Latch
•Full-Siza Super Powys(F'
I nit
•Five Year Warranty P

I
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ers; and, won 14 out of 17 from
Cairo. Well,
how do you like they were driven off a big plat Watts, Lon Watts, Harry Watts,
PERSONALS
that? It suits me 0. K.
r. form hard and fait. They were Milburn--Connor, Cleve Holliday,
(Ed's note: This well-known columnist of the News, will
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coming
Mr.
a---1 Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
Ora Coffman, Brooks Oliver, Will
be found as regularly as space permits, and all may write to
wonder just what
would have from all
directions to
see Finch,
her who desire. She does NOT answer letters except through
and gran.l.on, Jimmy Wallace,
Guy
Finch,
V.
L.
Phillipps,
happened if we had had no in- whether or not the cars had waDear Patricia Latane:
the columns of this newspaper. Address Patricia Latane, c-o
Lamascus, J. C. Harrison. Walter Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt and
The Ne vs, Fulton, Kentucky.)
I read your advice and I en- juries. Well, who can tell? May- ter leaks.
oy reading it. Will you please be it's best this way. Just Ul tj,,We enjoyed our box lunches in Permenter, Robert Rucker, Wel- son, Ham.. left Thursday mornsame, Fulton his had more ba tie dining room at the Zoo. It don King, Lorenzo Palmer, Adair ing for .1 Asonvil,ig? Fla., whet
Dear Miss Latane:
you are a real nice girl, and a help me if you can.
I have a man coming to see me. I luck than any two clubs this sea- was raining so hard we did not Cannon, Osie
Yates, Will Mc- they will attend 'The wedding of
My son thinks he is very muchl good christian girl.
Jehnn e
Miss
He was very nice to me through son. One thing this will prove, get a chance *see the animals. Dade, James Haygood, Ors Gold- Mac Pewitt to
Latane
Patricia
in love
'
. with a divorcee. Will he:
the
the winter but since it got sum- though. If your boys have
At two o'clock we went to hear en, Franklin - House, Iashmael Feaster, Saturday at six p. m. at
marry her and will they be hap- Dear Patricia Latane:
there Camille Kelley, judge of the ju- Watts, B. Rozzell, Neuman Croft, the First Methodist Church. Ha
mer I don't see him but once in determination to stay in
old Pewitt will attend his brother
and play ball, you'll come out venile court in Memphis Judge and Miss Sara King.
py if he does? We have never met
I have written you once before a while. Now wil you tell me ,
Thanks, Welfare Workers for as best man.
does Ile love me or is he kidding'ahead,. regardless.
Kelley
has
about
heard
50,000
but
never
see
my
did
in
reply
her nor does she seem to want
me or has he,got someone else?
casea and has been in juvenile a special treat with some extra ' T M._ Exum is ill at his home.
him to meet her people for some print. Hope this one escapes the
Wednesday
night's game will
Any way you
' on Walnut 'Street.
answer
urt for twenty or thirty years. special folks.
won't
unexplained,reason. Also she has wastebasket.
be one that will be long remembother me bt.t i love him though
We made a tour of the juvenbeen treated for a mental trouble.
bered.
The
Jackson
Generals
my
in
parties
When I attend
tell me, is it in vain?
ile court building to see the boys
Ise she permanently
cured of
scored four runs in the top of the
community a certain fellow alYour friend, M. D.
and girls who had
committed
Long Term:,
that trouble?
first inning in the initial playmakes
ways
it a point to get Dear M. D.:
minor crimes. "
We hvae been planning for a
off affair, and things looked dark
Low Cost
with me and
later
carry me
Scouts attending were: Bobby
I think we all get careless, and for the local boosters.
home of our own for some time.
Fulton Campbell,
home. Is this just a brotherly act you have become so in appearService
Quick
Frankie
Cardwell,
But our plaIns do not ever seem
came back In the bottom of the
Burnette,
ance- and body. Order: just take first to score three and then went Rice Owens, George
to work out. Will we ever have or does he reallf care for me?
Will I ever marry? If so, when notice, you will notice that you
Joe
Pigue, Tommie Brady, Gayour home?
ahead in the bottom of the secINSURANCE
and have I met him yet? Will I have become careless. Start fixIon Varden, Charles and Bailey
Please advise us in the soluond on a two-run tally spree. At
get
a
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how
vacation
Binford,
will
and
Don
Wright, Gerald
ing up and you will find he does the end of nine innings, the score
ATKINS, HOLMAN & FIELDS
tion of these vexing problems.
Bushart, Ancil and James Hall,
I spend it?
care and he will start coming re- I was all knotted up, six and sixE. N.
Fulton, Kentucky
Jerry Pigue and Jerry Speight,
Love, 0. P. gularly again.
Dear E. N.:
Things looked pretty dark for Donald Mac Speight, David DanPatricia
No, they will not marry as she Dear 0. P.:
Jack Leonard In the top of the iel, Watt Sevier, Billy McMorris,
knows better. Thats the reason
I'm sorry about your letter but
Cherry,
seventh. Jack had relieved Char- i Frank Sublette, Don
she doesn't want to meet you or I will assure you it didn't enter Dear Patricia- Latane.:
Emerson, Jr.,
Bobby
Did a man or woman take my lie Tate in the top of the sixth,.Bradley
him to meet her folks. She is just the wastebasket at the News ofRichard
ring? Was it taken in the after- and had allowed only three hits Boaz, Bobby Bowles,
dating him to have something to fice or here at my home.
noon or night? Does the person since that time. Gabby Stewart Strong and Buren Dallas.
do and a place to go until somePatricia
still have it? Will I ever get it led,off .'-yith a single but was reone else comes along. Yes, you
tired, along with Bob Samaras, They're Never
back
will get a home of your own.
Too
Dear Miss Latane:
M. I. T. on a quick double play. Italian°,
P. L.
I have been reading your col(Continued from page one)
Kink, and Barger loaded
Dear M. I. T.:
the
umn for several months and
I
A man took your ring, it was bases on two singles and a baseDear Patricia Latane:
have a few questions to ask you.
on-balls. Lee Valadez, the lead- into her cotton patch and picked
Your answers are very interst- I would like to know what hap- taken in the afternoon late. Yes,
over the whole patch, saving the
ing and I like it very much. I, pened to Joe? Will I finish col- the person still has it but he has off man, came up and grounded crop from ruin. They well reout
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a
young
the
side,
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in
mind who he is
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to
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forget
how
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looked beCould you tell me how long it
Does the boy I like very much
while
and
mates
dinner
they
to
Beautifully Designed tel Give You the
and a base-on-balls.
will be before this man asks me care for me? Will I ever go with fore. he gives it to her,but I
had the men in hand they went to
for a date? Please tell me his him again? Why does he only see think it will be remounted and
The top of
home
widow
the
of
the
and
a
had
inning
number
MOST HEAT at Grs9ter SAVINGS!
you will never get it back.
honest opinion of me.
twelve was a
me occasionally?
three
Will, I ever
up-three men folks cut enough wood ,to
Patrcica down affair, but
('
,e^k These Comfort-GivJ. C. marry and if so will I
the bottom of last through the winter. Funny
marry
in • Money-Saving .AdvanDear J. C.:
this inning was the ball game. thing is the men folks
him?
didn't
La;es For Yourself.
Dear Patricia Latane:
This man will ask you for a
Tex Brown led off with a free mind at all. Probably would have
R. R.
I read your letters every week
date within the
1. Beautiful Enamel Finish
next 60 to 90 Dear R. R.:
pass. Cecil
done it without the meal.
Hubbard
was
next
and believe you give good advice.
Easy to Keep Sparklingdays.
He likes you and thinks
with a sacrifice
worthwhile
Among
Joe is in a little town about 50
other
play that left
Will you tell me, is my husband
ly Clean.
runners on first and second. By things they have done were to
still seeing a woman he has gor.e
this time, the Jackson infield was give gifts to sick children, and
2 Fat, Controllable Heat,
with and has she talked about
Holds Fire Overnight.
in a terrible state of confusion. take food to shut-ins. Each year
me to him
trying to turn him Ty Braziel
loaded the bases on they donate to the Polio, Crip3. Large Combustion Chamagainst me? If so, please answer
the next play, which was another pled Children, Cancer and Tuber Burns Gases — Prothis and will my mother be any
sacrifice.
berculosis funds.
duces More Heat from
better? Be sure and answer this.
Every Lump of Coal.
members have
The older
Here he comes, Big Ned Wal- taught the s:ounger members to
E V. B.
4. Specially Designed InterDear E. V. B.:
drop in person. We can't walk
sew and to carry on tradition.
changeable,
Fire
All
Yes, your husband is seeing a him, the bases are full. Well, let's
They have made
hats, paper
Brick Lining.
woman. He has been going with fool him. Here comes the pitch!
flowers and now they are workthis woman for
5. Manifold Distributes Air
several years. Blooey! Out of the ball park, but ing in aluminum,7-making trays,
at Top of Brick Line GivYes, she tells him some terrible foul about twenty feet. Here's the
coasters and other things.
ing Maximum Combusthings about you, fool like, he next
pitch.
Blooey! Big Ned
They did the first canning and
tion.
believes about half of the things didn't take any chances on that
had the first pressure cooker in
one! He slapped her right over
she tells him.
6. Built-in-Coal Chute and
Weakley County. The club now
the dead center field wall. What
Your mother will improve.
Smoke Screen Makes
under the capable direcworks
Firing .Easier and ReduP. L. a time for a grand
slammer! tion of Mrs. Louise Odom, Weakces Smoke td a Minimum
You've been in a slump, Ned, but
Home Demonstrator.
County
ley
We will have 200 to 300 or more stock cattle
you really picked a grand time to
Front Swing-Type Feed
7.
who comThese 27 women
come out of
Provides
Door
Easy
prise the. membership of the club,
•
for sale. We will also have our usual run of fat
Fueling.
Jackson fans and players alike have proven that a club can be
combining both
cattle and cows and calves of all kinds. For
were loud in their pretest against functional in
DOWN PAYMENT
You
giving us all ftittt of the runs to neighborliness and work.
further information call 1861, Dyersburg,
the litailroaderenBidr claim was can scoop. up a handful of Maui,
H'ill hold
"My Boys, the Railroaders"
that you couldn't OLT more runs ories in a Short ASK With these
until you are ready for it.
Tenn.
than the ones that were actually people—but that's enough to put
them in your heart.
needed
to
win
And the final results:
'the
game. Well,
FULIn their spatial Way the WelTON 69, Opponents 50. No, that's I!na not the °Melia scorer, Aaut
WorkereWill 'always be
a
not a football seore or a basket- one thing you can 'het, no official fare
special •Memoritfl to their_ comball score. It's the final standings scorer can give w man a single
•
Fulton
207 Church Street
in the 1950 Kitty League base- on a-ball that's hit over 350 feet, munity::
The following 'ire 'tnernbers:
ball season for the Fulton Rail- especially if it clears the wall.
flarold'MlizzAll,
Mesdatrtes
Roy
Next
week, we
roaders. And when we say "final
will try to
standings," we can say it with publish the mailing addresses of
all
Dyersburg, Tennessee
the Fulton Railroaders.
pride, for only one team in the
Just
in case you
might want to let
league, the Mayfield
Clothiers,
them
know once in a while that
has a' better record.
The Fulton club has made a we appreciated their fine effort
that
they made for us.
better showing
than any club
that has been in this town in several years. The 1946 club finished
WITTY LEAGUE
In third place,
since that
OOL
COOL time, no club has but
finished in the
Mayfield
first division. We hope that the
73
• 45 .619
Eltilroaders can go on to win the Fulton
69 50 .580
J
draw,Jackson
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
playoffs, but, win, lose, or
67 52 .563
September 1-2
boys, you've played a aloe game. Owensboro
64 51 .557
•
Madisonville
CONGRATULATIONS
62 52 .544
BIG FAMILY TREAT
Mayfield is the only team that Hopkinsville
60 59 .504
• has beaten Fulton in the total Union City
43 72 .374
games played. Here are the dif- Cairo
26 85 .234
"HOLLYWOOD
"THE
ferent standings of the
other
clubs: Fulton won 6 out of 16
(playoffs)
This big IH Freezer holds
VARIETIES"
from Mayfield; split with Hop- Mayfield
DALTON GANG"
1 0 1.000
months of meals—eliminates
kinsyille, eight games each: won Owensboro
0 1
000
dozens of shopping trips —
9 out of 16 from Jackson (playIRTOON — ADDED
offs not included); won 10 out of FULTON
1 0 .1.000
saves hours that add up to a
17 from Owensboro; won 11 out Jackson
t. 1
000
vacation every week!

Patricia Latane
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FARM
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SAFE, STEADY, CLEAN HEAT
KING-0-BEAT

(ATTLE AUCTION

Monday, August 4th

HAM

ETHERIDGE

ydfrAwe

EXCHAia,FURNITURE COMPANY

DYERSBURG SALES Co.

/

This Amazing NEW 1951

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
FREEZER 'Gives You a

Vacation Every Week!

Biq Owl Show—Sat. Nite 11:00

LOOK AT THESE EXCLUSIVES
ONLY 111 FREEZERS OFFER:

"THE MUMMY'S GHOST"

•Over-All Fast-Freezing —

place foods anywhere on a115
insidesurfacestofreezesafely,
surely. No rearranging.

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
September 3 I-,

ohoopin9itwo
acme
the wild,
*ol
"
id West!

•Dri-Wall Cabinet—does
away with excessive moisture on exterior!
Ii

'
Silent-Sealed Operation —
no fan, no noise.

FUNNIER THAN THE PALEFACE-I
esrannuet presents

BOB HOPEAna
WI DKr kinvoCe
•lISt

EXTRA
L\ATEST NEWS
DONALD DUGA CARTOON

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
September 0 7

lima

Omits

LYNN • COBURN
tkalitlegKENVIOOD'

Co1.04 SY .
'TECHNICOLORQuten of(if RegFoil Para*

By all means you should place your order
with us now for your coal. ,
It isn't long till you will need it, and we
can give you good servcie, now.
* • •
FERTILIZER FOR FALL SEEDING
Phosphate 20,48%,
Rock Phosphate 30''
Ammonium nitrate

CITY Mil CO._T
Telephone
51

Media 111
11.1 cu. ft. site
Holds AS9 lb..

How toOSAVE A DAY A WEEK with o Friar

SHOP AHEAD
Buy everything on onn trip
-•''shais" from your freezer.

STOR
sh baked goods
unfree
each day Gs needed.

COOK AHEAD
Mnke triple recipes serr•
rnec.1— store twol

•Tight-Wad Refrigerating
Unit—with 5-year 11/arranty
welded permanently to cabinet.
NEw! 7 Cu. ft. Table-Top
Kitchen sizefreezer.Matches
modern
it
kitchen— s995
sa vessteps.

SOE

PAUL NAILLING IMP
314 Walnut

Fulton

Us

cif,

Phone 16

le„4.

--The Fulton News—Friday, Sept. 1, 1950

Mansfield Martin.
the honoree
also won a spoon
Mrs. J. C. Scruggs
received I rest.
'tertained by Mn. B. 0. Copeland higb score prize for the members / Miss Gholson wore a trousseau
Sind Mrs. Jolley for the visitors.
model of acqua crepe featuring a
at her home on East State Line
At the conclusion of the games white pique jacket and a corsag ,
One visitor, Mrs. R. A Fowlkes the hostess served delicious
re- of yellow chrysanthemum pool
was included in the two tables freshments.
pons, a gift of the hostess. Th.
of members..
Members playing were: Mes- hostesses also presented the hoc
Following
a
of
series
games of dames Scruggs, Joe Bennett, Jr., oree a gift of china in her chosei.
MRS. COPELAND
contract Mrs. Rupert Stilley was A. G. Baldridge, Guy Gingles
ENTERTAINS
and pattern.
awarded
prize.
score
high
BRIDGE CLUB
Her lovely gifts were presentM. C. Nall.
ed her in a large silver cornered
A delicious salad plate was serThe members of the Thursday
MISS MARTHA GHOLSON
box. After the gifts were opened
ved at the close of the games.
afternoon bridge club were enMrs. COMPLIMENTED WITH A
the hostesses served a delicious
Members playing were:
,
plite.
Stilley, Mrs. Mel Simons,
Mrs. MISCELLANEOUS SHOWER
A. B. Roberts, Mrs. F. M. GosThe guest list included:
the
Miss
Martha
Gholson,
bridesum, Sr., Mrs. C. L. Maddox and
honoree, Mrs. Ben Gholson, Mrs.
elect
of
David
Nugent
of
Fulton,
Mrs. N. T. Morse.
C. D. Nugent, Mrs. Don Henry 'Of
Route 1, was complimented with
Hickman, Mrs.
George Hester,
45740Mea
miscellaneous
shower
Monday
MRS. POE
Miss Willette
Cook, Mrs. Troy
night by Mrs. B. K. Boyd and
HOSTESS TO
Glidewell of Murray, Mrs; Paul
Mrs Kathryn Pickard at
the Bo
N
!BRIDGE CLUB Ghyod
lson and Miss Sarah
Ann
home of Mrs. Boyd on
Cedar
t
o
Mrs. J. A. Poe was hostess to Street.
ae.tdThose sending gifts but were unthe Thursday night bridge club
Contests were enjoyed during
able to attend were: Mrs.. Lewis
at her home on Pearl Street.
the evening.
1;1
Mrs. Ben Gholson D.
Ferrell, Mrs. Donald StephenMrs. Jerry Jones of Laxington, won the first contest prize and
IrrE11CP,
tadi
Ky., Mrs. Jack Snow, Mrs. Clyde was given a set of ash -trays, son, Miss Barbara Roberts, Mis,;
Glenda Bone and Mrs. Thoma.
Williams, Jr., and Mrs- Thomas Mrs. Don Henry won
second and Vowell.
STATIC HUM
Mahan were guests to the club, her prize was a spoon rest
and
Mrs. Clyde
Hill
was high, —
STEALS THE SHOW
UNEEDUS CIRCLE
scorer for the members,
Mrs.
Even a symphony orchestra
I ENJOYS MEETING
Jerry Jones was high for the
can't compete with a hunun- guests and
'MONDAY AT CHURCH
Mrs. Mahan was secing radio. When your radio is ond high.
The
Uneedus Circle of the
noisy, phone 401. We'll send a
Delicious refreshments were
Fetier(c,V
First Methodisl Church
met
repair man to your home for served at the conclusion of the
, Monday night at 7:30 with Mrs
wI by
a free diagnosis. If the fault games.
Jean Allen I Paul Nanney, Mrs. J. H. Patterisn't in the electric circuit,
Members present
were: Mes, son, Jr., and
Mrs. Paul Horn"he'll make necessary repairs dames Hill, Fred Homra, Stanley I
I beak hostesses.
Jones and Morgan Omar.
for a a reasonable charge.
The meeting opened with the
VARIETY WITH ONIONS
Honest diagnosis
sinfling of ''Have
Thine
Owr.
The lowly onion becomes king \v
MRS. PIGUE
„
of the table when mild white
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
COMPLIMENTS
"." Lord" followed by the
Bermuda
Lord's
onion rings are blended
Prayer. Mrs. J. C. HanBRIDGE CLUB
PHONE 4-0-1
through a tossed green salad or cock, chairman, presided over the
sliced and alter- meeting.
Members of the Friday night :
nated
with
bridge club and several visitors!
Mrs. E. L. Cooke, program
orange slices on
! were delightfully entertained by I
spinach leaves, leader, chose forher subject,
Mrs. Hugh Pigue at her home on
Too often for- "The Pillows of the Earth". The
And Tire Company
Fourth Street.
gotten, though, Scripture was read by Mrs. Alex
are
the delicious Leneave, Bible
Visitors
were:
Mesdames Abe
105 Commercial Ave.
Study leader. Her
possibilities of
Jolley,
Vester
Freeman and !
onions as a lesson was "Foundation For Tocooked vegetable. Odors may be morrow" taken from the Woreliminated by partial cooking the ship program from the Methodday or morning before they are ist Woman.
to be served. Then stuff and ScalDuring the social hour
lop and finish cooking just before
the
dinner,
hostesses
served refreshments
to
29
members.
Onions Stuffed with
That
s with harness of leather,
THROW AWAY elastic,
Mushrooms and Peas
straps,
oldbelts.
Mrs. Will McDade and her sis6 to 10 onions
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
ter, Mrs. Grace Bynum of Louiscup mushSUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
ville have returned from a visit
rooms
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
2 tablespoons
with the former's daughter, Mrs.
greatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Always
butter
Bob Mazzy in Daytona Beach,
cup
cooked
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
Fla.
peas
Mr. and Mrs. M. I.
Boulton
1!'
: cups white
Phone 70-428
have returned from a two weeks
* sauce
408 Lake Street
! visit with relatives in New York.
% teaspoon salt
Paprika
—
—
2 tablespoons grated chr,
se
Peel onions, cut slice from top
of each. Remove centers. Cook
until tender. Saute mushrooms in
butter. Add mushrooms and peas
to white sauce and fill onion cups
with mixture. Sprinkle with
cheese and dash of paprika. Bake
10 to 15 minutes in moderately
slow oven (325° F.) or until
408EDDINGS STREET
cheese is melted.
Yield: 6 servings.
•
Creamed or scalloped onion
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
dishes are perfect for the smaller
American onion.
Scalloped Onions arid Pocmilts
6 medium onions
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
I cup crushed salted peanuts
1 cup white sauce
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
I cup buttered crumbs
W

PaagE

A Full Stock of Flashlights!

SOCIETY

"Ray-O-Vac" quality, chrome cases; complete with batteries,
2-Cell pocket-size spotlight
$1.55
"Sportsman's Special" 2-Cell spotlights

$1.89

Household-style general purpose 2-cell flashlights
3-cell spotlights

$1.55
$2.00

5-cell spotlights, special for frog hunters

RADIO

$3.48

Odds and ends in 2-cell flashlights, complete
We have extra batteries and bulbs for all types.

each $1.00

A Large Stock of Electric Clocks!
SPECIAL: "CAT-NAPPER" ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCKS $4.95
Lovely ivory plastic finish; 6-foot cord, luminous dial. (So quiet, not
even a purr).
Sessions industrial wall clocks
$10.95
Dustprool metal case; large, 14-inch-square face; a dandy clock for
the office, factory, etc.

CITY ELECTRIC

Sessions "Teapot" kitchen clocks
$4.95
Lovely, colorful little clocks in the popular teapot design. Available in
ivory, white, yellow, red, green, or blue.

RUPTURE

"Mickey-Mouse" wrist watches that really keep time

$6.95

A Full Stock of Men's Saftey Razors

CITY DRUGCO.

SEGAL 1-piece safety razor and 5 "barber-keen" blades

98c

New GILLETTE super-speed razor, with speed-pack of 10 blades

$1.

SHICK injeaor razor, with 20-blade pack

$1.25

GEM "Micromatic" razor and 5-blade pack

98c

WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME

SAVE ON YOUR CANNING NEEDS
COLD - PACK CANNERS

Phone lo--> 88 <--ic Phone

QUART SIZE: Holds se% en quarts
-GALLON SIZE: Holds 1',

s0

-gals, or 9 qt
'
s

.I

rAl

PRESSURE COOKERS
(All cookers complete with racks, pans, etc.)

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - - LAMPS
BARGAIN PRICES
*

*

*

COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION

7-QT. NATIONAL PRESTO, holds 9 pints or 7 quarts;
All-aluminmium; Reg. $19.85; OUR PRICE
$17.95
Skin onions and cook in boiling
salted water until tender. Slice.
Place layer of onions in greased
baking dish, add a layer of peanuts and part of white sauce,
Continue layers until dish is fulL
Cover with buttered crumbs.
Bake in moderate oven (350'
E.)
20 minutes, or until crumbs are
golden brown.
Yield: about 6 servings.
Either stuffed or scalloped
onions make a good company dish
especially for a buffet meal. They
stay hot, are easy to serve, at.
Inactive to look at and good to eat.
Faithfully

'Standard Oil Products"
East State Line

_'Fulton

moon rem
1,1

/01/1104n05 S.C..kalt OW.
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with
hamburgers

with cheese

LABOR DAY...b

t oi) hand
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aant4
with potato chips

picnic foods and
Coca-Cola go together

with cold cuts
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6 Bottle Carton 25t
PI., Doves'

Mrs. Alma Kincaid, 2125 East
Adelaide, St. Louis, Missouri, who
was suffering from deficiencies
of Vitamins 13,, B., Iron, and
Niacin, has turned into a regular
clock-watcher since she has been
taking HADACOL. Yes, she keeps
her eye on the clock all day long,
just waiting for breakfast, dinner and supper time. Imagine
how unbearable life can be without enjoying good, wholesome
food.
Here is Mrs. Kincaid's statement: "I have been taking HADACOL for over a year. Before
taking HADACOL, I had stomach distress for quite sometime.
Imagine how awfully hard it is
to live a normal life when you
can't eat such delicious things as
tomatoes, oranges, grapefruit, etc.,
or drink milk without getting
horrible cramps and upsetting
your stomach. One day I took my
husband's advice and got some
HADACOL. A good friend of his
told him of the fine results he
had gotten from HADACOL. And
now, since I have been taking
HADACOL, I can eat anything I
want and really enjoy it. I have
a wonderful appetite, too—thanks
to HADACOL. Naturally I recommend HADACOL to all my
friends."
Yes, HADACOL Is Truly
Wonderful
In the way it has helped countless thousands of folks whose systems were deficient in Vitamins
B,, B., Iron, and Niacin. HADACOL can help you, too, if you
will just give HADACOL a
chance. If you suffer from stomache distress, nervousness, insomnia, constipation, aches and
pains of neuritis, or a general
run-down condition, caused by
such deficiencies, let HADACOL
help you as it has helped others
all over the country. Even hundreds of doctors are now recommending HADACOL to their patients suffering from such deficiencies.
Give remarkable HADACOL a
chance to benefit you. Remember, you have nothing to lose.
HADACOL will make you feel
great after the first few bottles
you take, or your money will be
refunded. C-tly $1.25 for Trial
Size; Large Family or Hospital
Size, $3.50.
ie IMO. The LeBlanc Comported=
Get Your IIADACOL Now at

7-QT. STREAMLINER, holds 9 pints or 7 quarts;
Allaluminum; Reg. $19.95; OUR PRICE
$14.95
HALF-GALLON SIZE COOKER, holds 4 2 -gals or 7
quarts or 18 pints; all aluminum; Reg. S23.95; OUR
PRICE $19.95.
QUART SIZE ALL AMERICAN cast aluminum; holds
7 liquid quarts or 4 pint jars; Reg. $14.95; OUR
PRICE $9.95.

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
I. Goodnight Irene
2. Mona Lisa
3. Play a simple Melody
4. Sam's Song
5. Tzona, Tzona, Tzona
6. I Wanna Be Loved
7. County Every Star
8. Bewitched
9. Third Man Theme
10. Bonaparte's Retreat

I

41111111.11 AL./ ,

•

11Ie 1110100g 01 "MIL IICVI 111,0=1. 01.‘1,114.1C

Phones 70-428

REPAIR

ALBUMS

In today. - out tomorrow!

ONE THIRD OFF
LIST PRICE

Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Phone 100

CITY DRUG CO.

ea lose Tim Cera-Cdo C.1./p..
1 Y

RECORD

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.

1110111LED UNDO AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOWLING CO., INC.

PHONOGRAPH

14 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

ALL 10 and 12-INCH

77111ton,

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street

Fulton

What they fail to realize iithat

means

that

made

Ameniccan
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WEST VIRGINIA BOY, FIRST GI KILLED
IN KOREA,SYMBOL OF WORLD CAUSE

ter all, it was only the story of
one boy's death. But it may have

SPICY TOMATO SAUCE

been—and of this we will know
By Nancy Havel,
in time—the birth of One World.
"West Virginia newspapermen
The first American infantry- ley"
tells a story,
in Redbook soon found out
where he came
man to die in Korea was 18-yearMagazine for September, that from—a section
in the south of
old Pvt. Kenneth Shadrick from
has
deep
Wyoming
significance for all of
County
known as
Skin Fork Hollow, West VirginSkin Fork
Hollow. The family,
ia. In the fateful instant that he us:
they
discovered, lived in a fourraised his head to check the ac- "In an old Korean cemetery on
room coal-company house. A lad
curacy of his
bazooka fire, he a hill overlooking the village of who
lived
next door had heard
became the symbol of American
&tong a bazooka squad of the the news over the radio
and had
sacrifice in a cause that was not
24th Division had dug itself in. rushed over while the
his own country's alone.
Shadricks
In a Red tanks advanced under
a
were
having
breakfast.
talk with
Ken's
Private Shadrick's damp sky, gunned the village, mother
left the table in tears. His
family and friends, in the lonely
rattled on to the railroad. Then dad, Theodore
Shadrick, had
hill country he left, the noted
the American bazooka opened up gone down to
Pineville's
writer, William
radio
Lindsay Gres- at them. A young GI raised his station,
WWYO,
to
check the reham, author of "Nightmare Alhead above cover to observe the port which came in
over the news
-effect of his blast. A machine- ticker. He
counseled his wife,
gun burst from the Red tank tur- Lucille, to bear up
Accurate ....
until the new
ret cut him down. He was the was confirmed.
WORKMANSHIP
first American
infantryman to
"The
reporters
to
At Low Cost die in Korea, the date, July 5, know what sort of wanted
boy Kenny
was. 'He never saw a
Watches, Clocks a n d Time 1950
bad day in
"Newspapers back home said his life,' the
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
mother told them.
, he was Pvt. Kenneth Shadrick, 'Never bothered
Repaired at Low Cost by—
nobody anytime
from somewhere in West Virgin- He just liked to
ride his bicycle
ANDREWS
ia. The story hit
front pages, and read. Used to
% teaspoon cayenne
read
10 lbs. ripe tomatoes
every
Jewelry Company 'then was swept aside by a rush night. He didn't care
2 teaspoons each of ground
8 small or 1 lb. white onions
much for
!of More startling war news—af- crowds; guess
spices: allspice, cloves, nutmeg
he had only one
8 medium or 2 lb. green peppers
or two close friends.
1 tablespoon cinnamon
1 medium-sized apple, diced
He
much of a one for girls.' wasn't
6 cups Beet Sugar
1 quart cider vinegar
"'All that boy liked was
4 tablespoons salt
to sit
hunched up here with a
Scald, peel, core and quarter tomatoes 21 c.). Peel and dice onions
book and
a piece of cold
bread,' his dad (2-1/3 c.); wash, core and dice peppers (414 c.); do same with apple,
added.. 'Sometimes we
after peeling. Apple takes up some of extra liquid.) Combine all inhad to
shoo him off to bed.
gredients in large preserving kettle (if very light condiment desired,
Didn't take
with women much.
use whole spices and tie in a bag). Bring to a rolling boil; simmer—
Never caused
us a mite of worry.
boil mixture 3 hours, stirring occasionally. Remove from heat. Pour
He was the
best there was.'
into hot, sterilized fruit jars. Seal at -once. Makes 7 to 8 pts.
"Roy
Shadrick, the
In using Beet Sugar will I have success with this Spicy Tomato
oldest
brother in the family of
Sauce? With Beet or Cane Sugar you will have "family approved"
ten, is
a Navy veteran with
home preserves. The two are alike and, therefore, will give identical
six battle
stars. He saw
results.
action in both
hemispheres as a fire controlm
an
on the heavy cruiser
Augusta
Their dad put in six years,
Donald Joe, visited Mr. and Mrs.
McCONNELL
from
1913 to 1919, and was with
Sam Hastings recently.
the
5th Division Ammunition
The revival at the Church of
Train
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr.,
in France.
Christ ended Thursday evening
children visited Mr. and Mrs.
"In November, two years
Much and
ago, with fourteen additionsKen and the next-door neighbor interest was shown
Martin
throughout Wayne Kilgore of near
,
Clarence Gene Brown, announc- the meeting
with a well filled Sunday.
ed they were going to join
Mrs. M. -G•
Wells of Martin
the house for every service. Brother
Army. Ken's mother 'signed'
Valley, visited Miss Ann Caldwell
last
for Sidney Roper of Water
him—he was seventeen. On Nov- Mississippi was the speaker and Sunday afternoon.
ember 10, the two boys left
Brother
Newman
Leonard, Minison,
Mrs. Thad Parrish and
for
Fort Knox, Kentucky, and
Notional Fiddlers' Contest
Church, James Larry, spent Thursday
basic ster of the McConnell
training.
was the song director.
,,,, Gospel °porter Contest
with Mrs. Parrish's mother, Mrs.
/ I
Ken was home for Christmas;
Miss Katherine Howard of Chi- Mary Cook.
the next day, he kissed his
cago,
Illinois,
has
been visiting
Mrs. Fred
Morris is visiting
mother good-by and set off down
the her mother, .Mrs. Blanche How- relatives in Mississippi this week.
hollow on his way way back
ard,
for
the
past
several
infant
An
son
days.
was born at the
to
his outfit. Within a month
Mrs. E,ffie Lee Sharpe of Ful- Jones Clinic, Fulton. last Wedthe
two boys from Skin Fork
ton
and
Miss
nesday
morning
Mary
Lacewell
to Brother and
Hollow,
Ken and Clarence, were on
Leonard. The
the spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Newman
sea bound for Japan.
Sam Welch.
many friends of this family are
"Ken's letters were enthusias
The
McConnell
Friendship deeply grieved to learn that the
tic at first; then the routine
of Club went to Gilbertsville Wed- infant's condition since birth has
life with the occupation
been critical and is not improved
forces nesday for a picnic lunch.
began to grow wearisome.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Wayne at this writing.
In
his last letter home. Kenny
told Davis and children of Fulton, Mr.
his ,mother that he was
Lewis Davis
homesick: and Mrs. Marvin
ROCK SPRINGS
'Mom, this place is getting
me and children of near Cayce spent
down.'
Nettie Lee Copelen
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ligon
"'There's a lot of
Mrs. Myrtie Randell of Padudifference Welch and daughter.
shooting at a traget or at a
Miss Bettie Welch spent Wed- cah spent this'week with
Mr.
squirrel, than shooting. in a
Miss Lennie and Mrs. H. E Elliott.
war,' Roy nesday night with
observed. 'If Kenny had been
Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
up
close to the front have
Mr. and Mrs. Moulton Gambill and girls and Mrs. Nora Copelen
raised
tim ehe would never have
visited
awhile Wednesday night
Fulton
spent
raised and children of
his head up the
Barley
Rye
way he did. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Wheat
Fescue Kenny
McCord
and those boys with him
and children.
Ladino Clover
were green troops- I
Winter Turf Oats
Mesdames Mary Cook,
Roy
guess they
just
Vowell
sent
and Wess Vowell
over the best they had.
Red Top
were
Red Clover
Orchard Grass
But a place like the one
visitors
in
Union City last week.
he
Rye Grass
in—you need fellows with was
Miss
Turnip Seed
Maggie
Lou Vowell,
experience. If this thing don't
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
turn
into a full-size war,
Vowel],
became
the bride
of
then they
ought to have a regular
Mr. Max Cummings of Fulton,
force of
Wednesday afternoon. The wedding was solemnized at the First
Baptist Church, Fulton,
with Value throughout—and easy to own—
Dr. H.W.Connaughton members of the immediate famliberal trade-in, easy terms. See it now.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, we have added
ily attending. We wish for this 8 models— $124.95 $179.95.
young couple many, many years BENNETT ELECTRIC
Veterinary Service
of happiness.
217 Main
Fulton
Phone 807-R
Mr. and Mrs, Eulis Long and
son,
James
Gary,
of
Fulton,
and
* We have special screens for fescue cleaning
or Call 70
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch and son,
Graduate Veterinarian
* WE CLEAN ALL KINDS

BRING OUT THE WHOLE FAMILY!
to
&Wacky's Creates? Show!
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with Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green.
Mrs. Ella
Veatch and
Mrs.
Nora Copelen visited Mrs. May
Hardison and family Wednesday
afternoon.
Luther Veatch returned home
from Memphis Thursday.
Martha Kay Copelen and Beverely Ann Elliot+ attended
the
show in Fulton Saturday afternoonMr. and Mrs. Hubert Randell
visited relativ.a m this
community this weekend.
Luther
Elliott was dismissed
from the Fulton Hospital Sunday
and his condition is some better.

•
stimulating. Four years of one's,
life that can be devuted almost
exclusively to the errands of the'
mind is one of the rarest privileges that can come to an individ-o
ual"—Herman
Lee
Donovan,
President, University of Ken•s
tucky.
Phone 47S for Job Printing

RADIO

STUDENTS GOVERN HALLS
Each residence hall for women
at the University of Kentucky is
governed by a student council,
composed of officers elected by
residents of the hall. These students, with the head resident and
student
counselors, determine
and administer policies of conduct in the halls and plan and
carry out certain phases of the
general hall program.
FOR BETTER ROADS
In 1941 a Highway Materials
Research Laboratory was erected
on the
University of Kentucky
campus. The building was jointly
planned by the State
Highway
Department and members of the
College of Engineering staff, and
has since been operated cooperatively in the
interest of better
roads for Kentucky.
LIFE ON A CAMPUS
"Life on a university campus
should always be interesting and

Repairing
If your "FM"-set isn't working right, I can fix it for you
now.
• • •
I have a roniplete line of batteries for portable sets. Get
your new ones in time for that
fishing trip, picnic baseball
broadcast or weekend trip.
FREE pick-up and delivery
anywhere in the immediate
Fulton vicinity.

"HAM'S"
RADIO CENTER
M. E.(Ham) Ethridge
Phone 455
Fulton

Ki) 7/,/,;,, / ,\

SEPT. 10-16

WORK CLOTHES
ARE TOUGH

SEED
FOR FALL SOWING!

Overalls and work clothes are hard wearinghard cleaning! Our modern machines do all
the dirty work easier... cleaner.
Phone 14

PARISIAN

N

LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
—PHONE 14—

WE WANT TO CLEAN YOUR SEED!

LAUNDRY SERVICE

TWO MORE NEW SEED CLEANERS

OF SEEDS, such
as Ky 31 Fescue, Ladino clover, White, Red
and Crimson clovers, Alsike and other field
seeds.

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

Authorized dealers for

See us for your farm and

HANNA'S PAINTS

home needs. Good stocks

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including—
.
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens,
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for grinning and finishing pigs.

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

Located on Illartin-Fulton
Highway.

men who know how to fight, like
a world police force. That's what
I think and I've heard
others
around here say the same.'"

We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

TILL

DODGE, PLYMOUTH
DODGE TRUCKS
New Dodge and Plymouth cars and new Dodge
-Job Rated- trucks are being received in limited quantities.
•

eAncient oxcarts, which carried the
first Kentucky bourbon from farm cabins, have
given way to modern transportation—but—the
method of making this genuine, old-time w:.;sky
remains unchanged.

See us before you buy.

Nothing new has been added

We have a line of good used cars and trucks on
our lot on Lake Street Extension.

ALL KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

CABIN

ATKINS MOTOR Co.
209-211 East Fourth St.
Fulton, Kg.
M. V. Biggs — Don Parker — Tillman Adams
Salesmen.

OLD

91 PROOF
STYLE
SOUR

MASH
•
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4V e&Wilk
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t
INCORPOR ATED
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and son, Jr., Miss Lee Ella Fitzwith proper care of handling and day from Memphis
home at 2 a. ni. visited Mr. and Mrs. Juna
Jimmy
receive
patrick
Mrs.
always
of
farmers
son
Flatt,
curing
Dale
am due to chapi.
Tomorrow
Gardner, arrived home Sunday ior Cruce Tuesday night
fancy price for the weed.
a couple of females to the Duitchell and chil- from Florida..
Mrs. Earl
quoin Fair. Thats more to my dren, Dan and uclx, have
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOand STARK-CANTER
reWilkerson
Mrs. N. F.
RECORDS: Latest
liking. The next day your guess turned to Paducah, Ky., after a grandchildren visited Mr.
GRAPH
and NUPTIALS SAID
is as good as. mine. Tonite a visit with parents, Mr. and Mrs.
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
ON AUGUST 17
Mrs. 0. G. Clark Monday.
good sleep'and be ready to buck Ed Frileds.
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long I
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Gardner
BUY-SELL-nIRE-RENT
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walthe city slickers and hill-billies
Fulton
Mrs. Aline Stark (IL
Miss Delia Vincent and nep- left Saturday morning for Calif.
and Duquoin.
nut, Fulton, Ky.
of her
visited
•
marriage
the
II
announces
Abernathy
Lucian
hew,
I
classified
with an economical
My host just received a phone in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Day
&
Rex
daughter, Sarah Stark, to
ad in this column, read each FOR SALE: Range. Burns wood L 0. K. LAUNDRY
to
Stephenson
Gov.
from
call
Abernathy this past Sunday.
Mrs.
Canter, son of Mr. and
week throughout the Fulton
or coal. Also hot water tank.
at
him
meet
and
guest
his
bring
Mrs. Tom Seay remains very
Sanitone Cleaners
Joyce Cruce
I
trade area. No other method
Telephone 26.
of Lynnville.
the Fair. I would much rather ill but was removed from Haws
Hutchison Chester Canter
Mr. and Mrs. Ray
reaches so many for so little.
Elizabeth,
and
Herschel
ole
meet
The single ring ceremony was
her
home of
the
to
Hospital
with
walSunday
piece
spent
family
nine
and
One
SALE:
word
FOR
per
First Insertion 3c
his muls.
Brann Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hutchison.
daughter, Mrs. . Troyce
ExRev. Connie
by
performed
nut dining room suite.
(minimum, 50e)
BOOKS WANTED: State histor-Bill of Harris Fork. several days ago. Mrs. Seay has
Company,
Mr. and Mrs Mose McDaniel Stroup on Thursday, August 17,
Furniture
11
e
Insertion
2
/
change
books.
religious
Succeeding
Each
ies, Civil War,
the
for
health
declining
been in
The bride chose for her wedvisited Les Cruce Sunday afterphone 35.
per word.
Raleigh Ashley, Tiptonville,
ding a navy blue tafeta dress
AUSTIN SPRINGS past four months and a patient onon.
Tenn.
time.
that
during
intervals
at
WEEKEND SPECIAL
%Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce with navy accessories and a cot-We will be glad to help you
Mrs. Carey Ffields
Cheyrolet, two door with
visited Mr. and Mrs. 0..G. Clark sage of rose buds.
prepare your ad at our office; 1941
used
Good
BUY:
reTO
has
WANTED
True
W.
tires.and
Grover
New
Mrs.
rFadis and heater.
For the present the couple will
and family .and Mr. and Mrs.
Fulton Route One
or mail it in with the money.
record player, with permanent turned home from Haws Memorwith
the
home
make their
new paint, for only $595.00.
Earl Hutchison Sunday.
All classified ads are cash in
needle. Call Mrs. Cecil Burn- ial
Sue Clark
Hospital and is now doing
-Mr. and Mrs. Thurmon Syndier groom's parents.
advance.
ette, 981-M-4.
1936 Plymouth, two door $145.00
Here I am again friends, back
nicely from an appendectomy ten
2-1941 Chevrolets with radios
from my vacation. I had a wondays ago.
and heaters.
• Notices
David and Eugene Lassiter derful time all except it ended
1941 Chrysler.
• For Sale
were on the sick list last week too soon.
1942 Chevrolet.
OFFICERS' MEETING tonight, for a few days. David suffered
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey McClain
BARGAINS IN real estate. I have 1948 Plymouth.
7:30 p. m. All members invited. from an attack of appendciitis and
daughter of St. Louis are
plenty of nice homes for sale 1948 Chrysler Windsor.
Loyal Order of Moose, 212 and was under medical care. Both visiting Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark.
Sizes 6-12: Moulded back; heavy brown genuine Vul-Cork
in town, and a good selection of
KING MOTOR COMPANY
are improved and were able to
Church Street, Fulton.
sole; steel arch; Goodyear welt construction.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
farms at all times. Charles W. Ill Carr St.
Fulton, Ky.
enter school this week.
0. G. Clark were: Aline, Fred
Burrow.
Phone 1267
Mrs. John Abernathy of Osce- and Gerald -Wilkerson, Mr. and
OTHER HORSEHIDE, ELK and RETAN SHOES
on
eyes
your
Keep
alo, Ind., was here for a few days Mrs. Dewey McClain and daughMAYTAG WASHERS, standard FOR SALE: 1935 Oldsmobile
last week with his parents, Mr. ter, Mr. and Mrs. Syod Winstead
and automatic models, $124.95
coupe. Good motor, good brakO. K.
He and
and Mrs. I..oy Abernathy.
Palmersville,
friends of
and up. Sales and service.
running every day.
been
Has
es.
accompanied his son, Johnnie Rogers and Billy and girl friend.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201, Best cash offer drives it home.
Fulton, Kentucky
204 Main Street
for
Lot
Car
Used
Lois hofhe who has spent. the Mattie Lou Grydet of Memphis.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 470 or 1255.
summer here.
home
.
Clark
Sunarrived
Sue
bargains.
lots at
Frances Davis is a patient at
FOR SALE: Building
-the Fulton Hospital, having unCarr's Park. Call or see CharCO.
CITY
MOTOR
BALDWIN PIANOS
lie Burrow, Fulton, Ky.
appendectomy the
dergone an
. Fulton,
past week. She is doing nicely.
The choice of the world's great
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle, Union
pianists
City spent Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doron.
Feezle Piano Sales
Next Sunday Rev. Alton Perry
622 Broadway
will fill his regular semi-monthly
Salem Church.
appointment at
MS-1664
The public is invited.
EXTRA GOOD
plow
Elementary schools opened in
Used vac Case tractor. 2-12
this area Monday at Union DisFri. - Sat., Sept. 1-2 and cultivator. Call 195.
With the help of Kroger scholarships. 78 young
trict No I. Prof. Criesler
of
men and women will enter 16 state universities
Sedalia, Principal. Misses BrasFOR SALE: Registered Duroc
month to study agriculture and home
this
Between Paducah and Metro- field and Lucille Cook, lower
Febin
early
Farrowed
Boar.
These scholarships are awarded to
economics.
BIG DOUBLE HIT
a
but
good
polis
very
highway
a
grades.
At
Oak
-Professor
Lone
students who are leaders in high school and
ruary. C. P. Freeman.
wrecked cars in the Audrey Alderdice is teacher.
flock of
In 4-H, Future Farmers, Future Homemakers.
ditch-why? I stopped and asked
or a similar organization. Kroger believes In
BEST BUYS
At each school there is a live
Jon Hall • laria Montes
helping today's deserving young people to beone of the occupants. Speed, he P. T. A. and the faculty and studIn new and used furniture
Copyipa IV" 55. raves, Co.
in
come
tomorrows successful good citizens.
said. It is stich a swell road to ents are in for a most successful
and appliances.
speed on- Some of them in Pa- year. Both schools have a lunch
MeDADE'S
Kroger-Big Dessert Buy
Avondale-Sliced or Halves
ducah hospital some in Metro- room where hot lunch will be
USED FURNITURE STORE
EACH
polois while three that could not served to the kiddies.
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
Phone 908 take it just passed on-to where
Some of the earliest tobacco
216 Church St.
I don't know. But to where I hope crops have been housed between
20-oz loaf 15c
Kroger-Hot-Dated
Dainty-Tasty and Colorful
-PLUSSHEEP FOR SALE: Have 250 to go-someday.
20-01.
showers here this week.
The
The last time I left the garden crop isn't as good as first prosEwes and 11 Bucks, one to five
"Allan Rocky Lane"
Loaves
and spot I was chaperoning some wel- pects due to continued rains but
years old, Hampshires
in
Avondale-Plain or Self-Rising
$25.00 to fare workers in Paducah. Women
Cordales. Priced
Kroger-All Flavors
25-Lb. Bag 1.59
$28.50. EDD BRAMMER, New- that apparently were not particu3 1-4
Phone 2237 lar except as to what they ate at
berrirTennessee
5.00 PER WFFIC
50-Lb. Bag 3.15
Pkg.
SeasPs Breeze. I heard no kicks.
Night.
Dainty Cooking Fat
This time I chapped a lady
Kroger Strawberry
to
Carbondale to have an infection
12-0s.
• Services
treated in her nasal cavity and
CTN.
Jars
Phone 55
RADIATORS REPAIRED on ate fried chicken and all the go- 204 Plain
all-purpose
Perfect
Jewel-The
Tomato
Stokely's
We
with-jts
Tractors.
on
and
Cars, Trucks
returning to
her
4-141.
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
use Asnuine "Lake" cores.
(TN.
BeelerGarage,
Pierce
Cans
3-4-5
Sept.
ton. Phone Fulton 1224-J-3.
Kroger-Red Sour Pitted
No. 2
DESTROY TEHMILES. Free niprice
Reasonable
si-earn-it.
e
l oliET
i
Tyrone Power
Cans
Mayfield,
Frank T McKinney,
I F‘neciall, Blended
hroo
Windsor
Club
Wisconsin
•
Phone
15. r
B.Dx 471,
. -Lb.
130$-J.
Orson Welle5
Pkg.
Loa(
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
3-lb. Bag 2.16
•
-Dated
Kroger-Hot
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
1-1.8
No. 303
Glass Company, 210 Church
Cecile
BIG
Street, Phone 909
Cans
•
Zipper, 2 or 3 ring;
Pet, Carnation or -Silver Co7,
'TALL
plastic coated toyer
2
No.
Hawkins
Jack
Billy C. Fry
CANS
Can
in
Kroger
Spaghetti-Ronco
Jeweler
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CLASSIFIED ADS

The Finest Cleaning
at
THE LOWEST PRICE
Phone 130

NhonRoute-Fou

SHELL HORSEHIDE SHOES

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

Ky.

0R pH.E UM

BILL
OF
HARRIS FORK

ofTo-morrow

ARABIAN NIGHTS

FOR ALL GRADES

4ubry

98r

BINDERS

"THE BLACK ROSE"
BEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Sept. 6-7

SCHOOL BAGS 98` AND 1.79

Watch and clock repairing
Prompt service
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Street
Across from the telephone office

DR. J. W. TOSH EyesightSpecialist

THE SAVAGE
HORDE
%,,,„
William Elliott

'STALIN WORLD
CONOUERER'

LUNCH KITS

with /1 z pint vacuum
bottle and cup

SHOESHINE KITS
PANTIES

WANTED

1.98

Shoe brush, dauber and
Shinola page

59"

rubber
"K.";
lined
fabric It°VY

1.49

elasticG irls Rayon, run-nroof;

"ONWARD" LOOSE-LEAF BINDERS
2-ring, 8x10/
2, leather-like black covers ____29c
1
35c
3-ring,81/2x11,;.strong black cover
2-ring, 8x10i/2, orange or blue cover _
_ 20c

DARNELL'S

108 Pacchall St.

Phone 1395

COLORED PENCILS 50 10r 15'25r ea.

.•••••,

We Are Now Buying

FOUNTAIN PENS 25r 49' 98' ea.

SWEET POTATOES

BALL POINT PENS 10(25r 49r 98'ea

We.ario store your potatoes: all potatoes in
storage fully covered with insurance.

Compare Our Prices, Consider the Count in
pages, Quality, etc on tablets, note book paper,
construction paper, spiral note books, etc.

-Crates and Hampers available nowB. K. BOYD, Manager

Gordon,Somors& Butts
Fulton

Phone 1249

CHEESE FOOD
.eve
PEASa'
Avond
eliagEETS

2

MACARONI

TISSUE 41""1 31r
49C
65` ICED TEA
77C
25' SPOTLIGHT

37e
3
10'I MILK
216-th 33 PORK & BEANS 316-132 20'
3 WHITE CORN 2 NoUH 27'
9
23‘c
HOMINY
(ANS

Pkg.

Kr.ger

No. 2' 2
Can

DEACHES

BALDRIDGE'S
-5.° 10° 25' STORE
Lake Street

I mint!, I 1111)

ORANGEADE

46-0z.
Can

I All

Tide. Thrlso, ”r Stipur `,1111,

CAULIFLOWER
WASHED WAXED
SELECTED PORTO
JUICY, SWEET 4

SWEET YAMS
2
RED GRAPES
JUICY,
5
ORANGES
=IN RICH
ARMOUR STAR 12 TO 16 LB. AVERAGE

4

1.85.

LBS.

LB. MESH
BAG

HAMS

Shank
Half
Lb.

U. S. GRADES 404:0D
OR CHOICE

25'
29r
49'

570
62c
65c

67c Whole, lb.
Butt Half. lb.
.
SWIFT'S PREMIUM, half or whole, lb.

BRISKET 0 BEEF
PORK SAUSAGE
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190

Lqe.
Heads

MOUNTAIN GROWN - TOP QUALITY

Sh
Sd

28c

SOAP POWDERS
JUICE
WE WILL BE CLOSED, MONDAY, SEPT. 4, LABOR DAY

PRESID"t 41"ND

Fulton

jrcaM

f

Kroecr-firanee or Grapefruit

WELLS DRILLED: Pumps installed. Parks Drilling Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin Highway. Fulton. Ky. Phone 1383.

To Buy, Sell or Trade
New and used furniture

2

111-C

ZIPPER BAGS

• Miscellaneous

loth

CHERRIES

Kroger-Sliced or Halves

Fulton •
206 Main St.
(Across from Bennett
Drug Store)

-PLUS35 MUTE SHORT

Linsch pocket, name plat1 . heavy coated

4-1,15" 97(
93r

1.00 HUMKO
246-Oz. 55e SHORTENING

3

PRESERVES
JUICE

Walker
'

V. alnut Sreet

5" FLOUR

GELATIN

Earle Hotel

29'

2

FRUIT COCKTAIL NC°:.: 29e BREAD

CODE Of
SILVER SAGE

49"

27,:it's112 53' PECAN CAKE

PEACHES

WO
of
scho
this
vi he

IS.
I-LB.
ROLLS
LB.

390
39€
15r
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